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ABSTRACT

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING OF A
FABRIC STRUCTURE

JAIRO RIOS

Fabric structures are designed in an iterative process between architect and engineer,

analysis input and output, and detail and patterning. There are three main steps in

designing a fabric structure: shape finding, loading, and patterning/ detailing.

Shape finding consists of finding the shape of the fabric where the fabric forces are in

equilibrium. This type of structure is geometrically nonlinear which require iterative

analysis to converge on a unique solution.

The loading of the structure is similar to that of any conventional structures. The

departure is in the major effects that suction and ponding have on fabric surfaces.

Usually the details of a fabric structure are left exposed as an architectural element.

The construction of the actual fabric requires the patterning of the fabric strips, that are

heat welded or clamped together to form the shape of the structure. This initial "skin"

can then be prestress to counteract the forces that it is subjected to.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROJECT

There are basically three steps for designing a fabric membrane structure (2) :

1. Shape- Finding

2. Loading

3. Patterning/ Detailing

Usually in that order.

This project consisted of engineering a tension fabric structure for the Aladdin

Casino. This report is written in the order of procedure used to analyze and design this

fabric structure. The definition of what fabric structures are and how to analyze them are

in Appendix A. I was initially given a set of architectural drawings (Figure 5.1-5.3.) The

drawings show the general ideas the architect has for shape and size. Because of the

geometrically nonlinearity of the structure it is virtually impossible to get the exact shape

without a computer analysis for a project of this size (3) . Here is where the design/

engineering part of the project begins.

From the architectural drawings I am able to determine the release conditions for

nodes and members. These nodes and members will create a cable net that represents the

fabric structure. The cable net is then input into an iterative nonlinear analysis computer

program that will then converge. The result is the shape of the prestressed structure that

is ready to be loaded. When loaded, I checked for overstressed fabric and resized the

cross sectional area of the edge and ridge cables. With the geometry, forces and size, I
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was then able to proceed with the detailing and patterning of the fabrics' strips to form

the membrane structure.

The scope of this project is in the shape finding-loading and only the detailing

condition at node 2. I will not discuss the patterning in this paper, although this project

is a real project in design phase and patterning will have to be performed in the future. I

have done some limited comparisons of two grid types, a 10' x 10' orthogonal grid

(Figure 5.4) verses one that is mostly radial (Figure 5.5). I have also compared the

results of node restraints and commented on other aspects of the modeling of fabric

structures.



CHAPTER 2

THE SHAPE

The 2 dimensional model (Figure 5.4) is the starting point for the analysis. I used a

program called Larsa, which is specifically designed for nonlinear solutions that large

deformations require.

2.1 Selecting a Cable Net

There are many types of cable net configurations you could use. The results forces

should not be different' . The following are pros and cons for the cable net that I have

chosen:

Pros:

1. A 10' x 10' orthogonal grid is easy to draw manually, and easy to input the

coordinates for nodes.

2. With the orthogonal grid it is easy to compute and input the fabric prestresses.

If I used the radial - like model (Figure 5.5), I would have to calculate, with

estimation, the prestress for each triangular area for the vertical and horizontal

members.

3. As opposed to the radial cable net, the 10' x 10' grid has less nodes and

members to do the computations, allowing for a faster analysis. On a slow

computer, this is important. The shape-finding part of the analysis sometimes

requires that you to go back and forth, changing the prestress on the edge,

3



ridge and valley cables to get a shape that you find aesthetically pleasing. An

architect might predefine this. If there is too much sag, you could increase the

prestress to tighten it up. And inversely, if the cable is too straight or the

output prestresses are too high you could reduce the initial prestresses to

increase the sage.

4. I used a 10' x 10' grid due to the large size of the structure; the largest fabric

strip is approximately twelve feet wide.

Cons:

In this case, the radial cable net will most likely be the actual patterning of the

fabric strips. The final prestresses from the shape-finding of the 10' x 10' grid will have

to be transferred to the a computer model of the radial cable net. This should produce a

similar shape, to that of figures 5.6 and 5.7, where the displaced nodes can now be used to

calculate the shape of each fabric strip.

2.2 The Shapefinding

The starting point of the shape-finding is a flat 2 dimensional structure. Here is listed the

initial conditions that are input into Larsa. (In some programs you may not have the

option or it may be difficult to control these parameters.)

2 Dimensional:

• With Larsa, I have found it more beneficial to start with a flat structure. The fixed

nodes are the supports. The supports are fixed everywhere that the fabric is

supported. After the shape is found, the supports for mast that attaches to the fabric
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is allowed to move during the loading. The unbalanced condition for the two

dimentional structure is to vertically displacing fixed nodes to their final position.

The final position is determined by the architectural drawings.

• For the first run it is recommended to have the Young's Modulus, E, as low as

possible so that the cable net will change shape like a rubber band. The solution for

displacements will be similar to nodal equilibrium. Since the Larsa program does not

accept a value of zero for E, I used 1 psf. In a large deformation this makes a

difference. Hence if you start off with the fixed nodes already displaced, the members

connected with that node will try to maintain the original length as much as possible.

The difference between the support nodes displaced, with the expectation that the

cable net will bounce into place, and the support nodes moved incrementally into

place can be very obvious. This will get the structure into a close approximation of

the final structure and ready for a second run at shape-finding, if desired.

• The nodes that are not fixed will be free in the x, y, and z directions not just the z

direction. Table 6.1 shows the results of the difference between two runs, the first

run is having only z free and second trial is having x, y, and z free to displace. When

free in all directions, from flat to shape, there is less of a difference from the maximum

and the minimum forces on the individual cables. This is more advantageous since

you would like a relatively consistent forces per cable, and the maximum forces are

less than that of the "Only Z Free" trial.

• The prestressing of the fabric is 3000 lbs. in tension. Industry standards for

prestressed fabric are 20 to 25 pound per linear inch (pli).



1 0' Figure 2.1: 10' x 10' Cable net grid
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• The members are "Type = Cable", Larsa allows the user to define certain member

properties, like Beam, Nonlinear Spring, etc. It also understands that a cable can not

go into compression. If there is any compression the force in that member goes to

zero.

• The edge and ridge cables are prestressed to 10 lbs in tension, to help with the

convergence and displacement. For these cables, the Young's Modules is very high so

the output forces on the cables will be the prestress for the loaded model. Larsa is

able to easily control the E values for each cable. This helps in controlling the shape.

If the cable looks too straight, i.e. not enough curvature in the cable, which is directly

related to the amount of stress, or the output force is too high, the E can be lowered.

If controlling the E is too difficult, try estimating the prestress by hand calculating the

forces.

Example: Nodes A and B are fixed ends of an edge cable.



The force in member AC is equal to the resultant force.

From the solution of equation 2.4 you can work your way back down the cable solving

each member one at a time.

7

Figure 2.2: Solving Determinant Cable
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An even faster rougher estimate would be to use:

Maximum Tension = WL2/8
	

(eq. 2.5)

Where W = 25 pli, L = distance from A to B

2.3 Convergence

• I ran the output prestress for the second through fourth run to check for shape and

convergence. I used the maximum output forces on the edge and ridge cables as

prestresses for the proceeding run. I used 3000 lbs. prestress on the cable net for each

run, which creates more uniform stress on the fabric membrane. For the loaded run, I

used the prestresses in the edge and ridge cables as well as the outputted prestresses

of the cable net as initial conditions.

• I used the displaced node coordinates from previous runs as initial coordinates for the

proceeding runs.

• From the output edge and ridge forces of the first run, the cables can be sized, as seen

in Table 6.4. The sizing is from Table 6.6, from AISI Steel Manual for cables. Table

6.5 is based on Zinc coated steel structural strand for Tons of 2000 lbs, this translates

to a factor of safety of 2. I converted the forces from lbs. to kips and use the Class A

Coated Inner Wires and Class C Coated Outer Wire's column. This chart is also used

for the final sizing of maximum force in each cable after loading for detailing.

• For the second through fourth runs, I used a Young's Modules of 8000 pli for the

cable net and 29,000 ksi for the edge and ridge cables.



• The cross sectional area of the members in the cable net has to represent the fabric.

120 lin. in.

9

Figure 2.3: 10 x 10 Fabric Representation

2.4 Results

The results are on Tables 6.2 and 6.3. On Table 6.2, the last entry is the Cable Net. You

can see from trial run to trial run that the cable net forces are becoming more uniform.

This is due to continually using 3000 lbs. of prestress for each run as opposed to using

the previous run's output. The check for convergence in listed on Table 6.3. The nodal

displacements are not shown but they converged to .06 inch maximum displacement by

the fourth run. I could have stopped at the third or even second run to load the structure.

Larsa does not have an option to create facets for you or finite elements. I

manually inputted the three node elements. The final results become the shape of a fabric

membrane structure. From here I am able to load the structure.



CHAPTER 3

THE LOADING

The industry standard for loading fabric membrane structures, normal to the surface, is to

use 20 psf up and 20 psf down. With the Larsa program, I created very thin three node

elements and used "pressure loads" acting at the centroid of the element. I input the

thickness of the element as .001 inches. The second column in the output data is checking

for shape again. The finite elements added some stiffness to the fabric membrane and this

is the reason for checking shape. I set the E value for the elements so that the second

column would be similar to the first column, the initial prestresses. Larsa also has four

node elements.

3.1 Checking for Over-Stressed Fabric

The allowable stress on the fabric is 720 pli., with a factor of safety of 4, the factored

allowable stress is 180 pli.

720 pli. / 4 = 180 pli (factored allowable)

The maximum force on the cable net from (Data 2) is 3810 lbs. The "represented area" of

the cable net is 10' x 12" = 120 linear inches.

3810 / 120 = 31.75 pli

31.75 pli < 180 pli

Hence the fabric is not over-stressed.

10
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If the fabric was overstressed by a small amount, 10% to 15%, a fabric reinforcing

strip could be used to strengthen the fabric. Usually the higher stresses are at the support

nodes and where the fabric is pulled, which is usually a mast or peaks. Another

alternative, if the fabric stress exceed allowable tolerances, is to add cables; ridge and

valley cables.

3.2 Checking for Compression

In the data on the analysis, you will see five columns: member numbers, the initial

prestress, no load (for checking shape), 20 psf down, and 20 psf up. On the first run

(Data 1), five cables members went into compression, so I raised the prestress on those

cables, On the second run (Data 2) there were no members in compression.



CHAPTER 4

THE DETAILING

4.1 Developing Details

The detailing of a fabric structures are basically similar; a cable going into a pin

connections, onto a metal plate bolted to a concrete abutment or welded to a metal pipe.

The fabric is connected to an aluminum edge that is connected to the edge, ridge or valley

cables (Figure 5.8-5.9).

The edge and ridge cables are again sized (Table 6.5) for diameters based on the

maximum forces of Table 6.6 for all cables. The differences of Strand verses Wire Rope

are enumerated in Appendix C, also from AISI Steel Cable Manual.

Like a syringe, the two center masts will prestress the fabric and cables. Bridge

sockets are also connections that can perform prestressing. I chose to use closed sockets

or as "The Crosby Group Inc." company would call it "open spelter socket." From.

Crosby Fitting catalog, I chose the typical grooved open spelter sockets (chart in

Appendix D). I find the corresponding structural strand diameter for the socket

dimensions. The dimensions correspond to the diagram in the upper right hand corner.

From the size of the pin and the calculated forces I am able to calculate the boss

plate and plate sizes. These are calculated on the Connection Plate Sizing Calculation

spread sheet 1 through 3 for the three cables that join at node 2. The connection sizing

was done on the standards of the Allowable Stress Design manual. There are standard

details for similar connections that can be found in much fabric membrane structure

12
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literature. From this spread sheet I then design and draw the details of the connection in

plan (Figure 5.8) and the side view of the ridge cable RC - 2. The other cable connections

are very similar. Much of the cost is in the costume details. So the more repetitive, the

better.

4.2 Fortran Program

A Fortran program was written (Appendix E) using the formula for the cross product for

a matrix. I multiplied two times the summation of the cross product for each elements to

calculate the surface area. This is required to get the quoting price on the fabric quantity.



CHAPTER 5

FIGURES

Figure 5.1: Side Elevation

14



Figure 5.2: Plan



Figure 5.3: Front Elevation



Figure 5.4: Computer Model, Orthogonal Grid



Figure 5.5: Computer Model, Radial Grid



Figure 5.6: 3D Shape, Elevation



Figure 5.7: From 2D to 3D



Figure 5.8: Detail Plan for Node #2



Figure 5.9: Detail Elevation for Node #2



Figure 5.10: Member Map at Node #2



CHAFER 6

TABLES

Table 6.1: Variable Restrictions on Nodes

Maximum and minimum cable forces (lbs.), when X and Y movement are
restricted versus when free in all directions.

24



Table 6.2: Differential Forces

Difference in axial forces in first trial run at shape through the fourth for x, y,
and z free to translate.



Table 6.3: Differential Forces per Trial Run

You can see the convergence of cables and the cable net.



Table 6.4: Cable Diameter Sizing after Shapefinding

The maximum force along each cable is used to tabulate the required diameter
as per the AISI Manual (Table 6).

27

These areas will be used for the loaded run and the size will be bumped up as
required for the worst load case.



Table 6.5: Cable Diameter Sizing after Loading

The maximum force along each cable is used to tabulate the required diameter
as per the AISI Manual (Table 6).

28

These diameters will be used to choose sockets from Appendix D. And
detailing of the connection plate.



Table 6.6: AISI Cable Sizing Table

29



CHAPTER 7

DATA



1 run 	 3 1
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Since there are members in compression, so I will have to raise the prestress of those cables.
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There are no members in compression in all three load conditions.
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CHAPTER 8

CONNECTION PLATE SIZING CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX A

WHAT ARE FABRIC STRUCTURES?

Fabric structures may be divided into two categories: air supported and tensioned.

A.1 Air Supported Structures

General

Air supported structures are, as their name states, held up by air pressure. The inside of

the structures is pressurized like a balloon. While this might seem at first to be

uncomfortable to the occupants of the structure, the pressure differential is no greater

than that of ordinary barometric fluctuations. Common uses of air supported structures

include sports stadiums, the "bubbles" used to cover tennis courts and pools, and many

other temporary shelters.

Types Figure A.1: Air Supported Dome

The two basic types of air supported structures are high profile and low profile. Profile

refers to the height to the structure relative to its span. High profile structures are

typically used for temporary or storage facilities and are often free standing, which means

they have no foundation upon which they rest. Low profile structures are used to span

long distances such as sports stadiums, also low profile structures tend to be placed upon

a building rather then the ground itself, thus being used as roofs. This is due to the forces

involved in supported the structure. High profile air supported structures are less

41
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common today because the cost of comparable tension fabric structures has been reduced

considerable.

Here are some geometric plans for low profile air supported structures:

Figure A.2 — A.3: Ring Beam 1 and 2

Figures A.4 - A.6: Ring Beam 3, 4 and 5

The crosshatched lines are the cables that hold the roof down.

Advantages and Disadvantages

First costs for an air-supported roof always have compared favorably with those of

conventional roof structures. On a cost-per-seat basis, the advantage is even more evident.

The savings come from lower construction and supporting structure costs plus overall

economy of design. Architecturally, the design is very elegant and dramatic.

Unintentional deflation and the cost associated with it are the major problem with these
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structures. The most common cause of deflation is accumulating snow and resulting

ponding. The introduction of design refinements, such as computer patterning, and

greater knowledge and planning on the part of operators has helped reduce the

occurrences in the recent past.

Structural Principle

Air pressure is used to support and stabilize air-supported structures. When air is placed

under pressure it exerts a uniform force in all directions. This force is used to support the

fabric. The cables do not support the fabric, but hold it down. The fabric is attached to

the cables in panels resulting in a hybrid membrane. The hybrid membrane transfers the

stresses from the fabric to the cables. The cables are attached to a compression ring,

which resists the uplifting forces.

Configurations

The most basic shape is a low profile oval with a diagonal cable pattern and a funicular

compression ring. Funicular implies that there are no bending moments in the

compression ring. A rectangular shape with modified corners and two-way cable systems

will keep a compression ring funicular. One way cable systems in a modified rectangular

structure produce moments in the compression ring. High profile air supported

structures may use one or two way cable systems or just fabric alone. Consideration of

fabric design and shipping will limit cable spacing to a maximum of 45 ft (14m). Due to

fabrication and cost of connections, the minimum cable spacing considered economically

feasible is 35 ft (11m) on center.
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A.2 Tension Structures

The basic types of tension structures are cable domes, mast supported, arch supported,

radial tent and saddle roofs. The distinction between roof and wall is indistinct. Tension

structures can economically span large distances without internal obstructions without

the need for any mechanical systems. Architecturally, these structures are more pleasing

since there are many different and dynamic shapes that can be built. The main drawback

of tension structures is that feasibly a computer must be used since the shape is governed

by complex differential equations.

STRUCTURAL PRINCIPALS

Tension structures consists of cables and fabric in tension. The cables carry the gravity

loads while stability and resistance to wind uplift is provided by the weight of the roof

deck system. The most common type, the cable dome, consists of a center tension ring

surrounded by a number of hoop rings, which are also in tension; these are surrounded at

the perimeter by a compression ring.

SHAPES:



Figure A.9: Orthogonal Anticlastic Saddle

ARCH SUPPORTED MEMBRANE:

Figures A.10 — A.11: Arch 1 and 2

Figures A.12 — A.13: Arch 3 and 4

CONBINATIONS:

45

Figures A.14 — A.15: Combination 1 and 2



APPENDIX B

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

The fabric can be modeled using cables, since they can only develop strength to resist

normal forces using prestress. Linear Elastic theory approximates the length change of a

bar by the dot product of the direction vector and the displacement.

But you can see from the figures below, that they are perpendicular to each other

therefore the dot product is zero. It is therefore necessary to use geometrically nonlinear

analysis.

Figure 13.1: Geometrically Nonlinear Structure

The geometry of the structure itself is unstable as opposed to a structure below.

Figure B.2: Geometrically Stable Structure

46



The effects of prestress on the structure make it stronger. It is now able to counter the

external forces.

Figure B.3: Nodal Equilibrium

This is essentially the reason why fabric structures need to be analyzed using a

geometrically nonlinear approach.

47



APPENDIX C

AISI STEEL CABLE MANUAL
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APPENDIX D

CROSBY CABLE FITTING CATALOG
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APPENDIX E

FORTRAN PROGRAM
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